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Welcome to the latest issue of the NKPHTS Modeler’s 
Notebook!   
 
This issue features the excellent and diverse modeling efforts 
on display at last year’s NKPHTS annual convention, held in 
Canton, OH. The format of the annual convention has 
changed a bit, and the “contest” has been replaced with a 
“display”, encouraging more NKP modelers to show off what 
they’ve got. So far, the response to the change has been very 
positive, which is a good sign that more people will come out 
every year. 
 
Wheeling & Lake Erie modeler Eric Hansmann shares a few 
freight car weathering techniques with us in this issue. Review 
his photos, the photos of weathered cars from the Convention, 
and photos of real cars to understand how “a little grime” can 
make a simple boxcar look like the real thing. 
 
I’m also trying something new in this issue, and am 
attempting to describe an entire Nickel Plate freight train, 
and how to model it. Let’s see if this works….. 
 
 

RAY 
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2014 NKPHTS MODELS ON DISPLAY AT CANTON 
Model photos by Dan Merkel 

 
The 2014 annual convention was held in Canton, Ohio. As with every yearly meet, several models of 
Nickel Plate equipment were on display for everyone to enjoy. Unlike past years, the modeling portion 
of the convention has been changed from a “contest” to a “display”, to encourage more people to share 
what they have, whether proto-scale or high rail. As the Society’s press release for this change states: 

To increase member participation in having models and photos at the conventions, the Board 
has agreed to suspend the model and photo contests and instead have display categories.  

This change is to encourage those who do not like contests to bring models they have finished 
or are works-in-progress to show others what can be done with ready-to-run, kits, or scratchbuilt 
models. All scales are welcome. Similarly, please bring your photos of NKP subjects, even if 
they're just snapshots showing something of interest to other NKP enthusiasts.  

All modeling categories are included: structures, locomotives, rolling stock, track, maintenance-
of-way, and dioramas. There are many modelers in the NKPHTS who could share with us what 
they are working on and could influence other members to build models, dioramas, or layouts. 
Any NKP-related (including railroads in which the NKP had an interest) models or photos from 
the earliest days to "what could have" for modern modelers are welcome. Will you participate?  

The change in format seems to be a popular move, and the display tables were packed. Hopefully 
future meets will include more in-process, semi-completed models, as well as short talks from each 
modeler about their displays. 
 
 
We’ll start off our tour of the models by looking at the motive power. 
 

 
 
Arthur Lemke displayed his HO model of GP9 #480, a passenger-configured Geep. Art started off with 
a pre-lettered Front Range engine shell, and added all appropriate details, touching up the factory paint 
as needed. 
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Another HO scale Front Range GP9 was on display, built by Bud Brueggeman. Again, extra details 
were added to the basic kit to turn it into a Nickel Plate model. The body is mounted onto a modified 
Athearn frame and drive. Bud started off with an undecorated shell, and used Microscale decals to 
complete the model. 
 
 

 
 
Bud had an entire stable of engines on display, including this older Atlas RS-11. A bit of extra work was 
required on this shell, including the removal of all traces of the base model’s dynamic brake housing 
and air vents. 
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Noted modeler and hobby author Jim Six super detailed and weathered this Proto 2000 GP9 in HO for 
an article in the September, 2000 issue of Model Railroader. The engine is now owned by Bud 
Brueggeman. 
 

 
 
Jeff Leaman displayed an interesting in-process project. Needing several static display Berkshires for a 
dead line scene on his layout, he’s choosing to superdetail old static HObbyline kits, rather than use 
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more expensive powered models. The base kit, originally released in the late 1960s, is nice enough, 
but fairly Spartan in the way of details. Using a combination of brass, plastic and scratchbuilt parts, and 
several sizes of wire, Jeff is transforming a very basic plastic model into something rivaling the newest 
releases of 2-8-4s. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Tim Adang brought a brace of HO scale Proto 2000 PA-1s to the display. Both engines were 
renumbered from their factory paint, and many small details were added to both engines to make them 
more prototype-accurate, including extra grabs, new horns, cut levers, class lights, and headlights. The 
engines were finished with weathering powders. 
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William Smith displayed an entire Wheeling & Lake Erie mixed train at the convention, showing off a 
very good representation of pre-WWI railroading in HO scale. Using almost stock, readily-available, 
simple kits, Bill highlighted an important maxim in modeling: that’s it’s actually more important to 
capture a realistic “feel” for period modeling, than it is to slavishly represent every nut, bolt and washer. 

 
Head end power for Bill’s train was W&LE 549, an Athearn/Roundhouse Ten-Wheeler which he 
superdetailed and painted. 
 

 
 
Bill spent a considerable amount of time superdetailing the tender’s working area, including a hard-
working fireman feeding the “hand-bomber”. Small details like these are generally overlooked by most 
modelers, but have been a part of the fabric of every working engine from 1804 to 2015. 
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Bill also displayed several pieces of early W&LE freight equipment, using repainted and carefully built 
(but otherwise straight out of the box) Roundhouse models. 
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Finally, Bill showed off two pieces of Wheeling varnish, a coach and combine. Although too short to 
accurately represent W&LE passenger cars, it’s not hard to imagine these well-built cars bouncing up a 
mountain branch behind a 2-6-6-2 and a long string of hoppers. 
 

  
 

 
Tim Adang also had passenger equipment on display at the convention, showing these two beautifully 
reworked Rivarossi heavyweights. 
 

 
 

 
 
Both cars have been extensively redetailed inside and out, requiring dozens of hours of research and 
modeling work. One interesting modeling technique used on these cars was their roofs, which were 
covered with tissue paper and then painted, in an effort to accurately capture their canvassed and 
tarred roofs. The cars were both painted with Floquil paints and lettered with Champ decals. 
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Dean Payne had a nice selection of in-process W&LE models on display. This HO scale crane is an 
extensively reworked Tichy kit, modified to better represent W&LE 200 with all-new side doors, 
reworked steam cylinders, and a modified lifting mechanism. 
 

  
 
Dean also had two freight cars on display. The boxcar started off life as a Tichy USRA steel rebuilt 
boxcar, which Dean is turning into a W&LE 30000-series automobile boxcar. Extra Tichy doors and a 
Des Plaines Hobbies Viking roof complete the work as it currently stands. The hopper is a 60000-series 
car built in 1913. The work mainly includes changing the ends of a USRA twin hopper to better match 
the prototype, as well as adding significantly more grab irons to the car. 
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Another of Jim Six’s NKP magazine models made it to the display tables, this time an Ironville-built 
caboose. This is a stock, pre-decorated Atlas model; Jim reworked the roof by (carefully!) filing off the 
cast-on ribs. He added minimal other details such as coupler cut levers and Kadee #58 semi-scale 
couplers, and then gave the model a customarily excellent weathering job (Jim is a master of the art of 
weathering). This model is currently owned by Jeff Leaman. 
 

 
 
Bud Brueggeman also had an HO scale 700-series caboose on display. Differing from Jim Six’s work, 
this car was an older TCS photoetched brass model KIT that required a LOT more work to finish 
successfully. The car was finished with Floquil paints and Champ decals, and rides on Tahoe Model 
Works trucks. 
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Moving to the world of O scale, David Vaughn had several pieces of equipment on display from his 
home layout. The equipment runs the gamut from imported brass, to laser cut wood kits, to RTR 
injection molded plastic, and highlighted the possibilities of modeling the Nickel Plate Road in the 
“Queen of Scales.” 
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In addition to diesels and cabooses, Bud Brueggeman displayed a large number of HO scale Nickel 
Plate freight cars that he’s built over the years. This is an older Tyco 40’ gondola that Bud relettered 
with Champ decals, to represent a 45500-46749 series car (ex-W&LE). 
 

 
 
Bud extensively rebuilt this Roundhouse boxcar to model one of the 20 WWII “war emergency” boxcars 
that were converted to coke cars in the early 1960s. The work required removal of the model’s roof, 
doors, and door tracks/ Bud then added free-standing grab irons and stirrups, Kadee trucks and 
couplers, and Champ decals. 
 

 
 
Bud seems to enjoy unusual freight cars. Here’s an old Rivarossi boxcar that’s he’s converted to a 
dedicated-service potash hopper, for shipment to the Diamond Chemical Company of Fairport, Ohio. 
Roof loading hatches, new decals, and a large amount of weathering to replicate spilled ladings 
completed the model. 
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Jim Kehn had this newly-released Atlas O scale USRA composite gondola on display. When the model 
was released there was a short but intense discussion about what the correct color of the car should 
be. All-wood open-topped cars were painted dark brown by the Wheeling, while all-steel cars were 
painted black after 1916. There’s no good evidence either way for these specific cars (the Wheeling 
received 1000 of them in late 1919), so either color could be correct.  
 

 
 
Returning to HO scale, Jeff Leaman had this nicely weathered McKean automobile boxcar on the 
display tables. Except for trucks, couplers and weathering the kit is completely stock, and shows how a 
good weathering job can make an elderly “shake the box” kit fit in nicely with much newer and more 
finely detailed plastic rolling stock (this model is now available as a simplified kit from Accurail). 
 

 
 

Jeff also had this older Athearn stock car out. While not “correct” for any Nickel Plate stock car, 
attention to details, a proper paint job, and realistic weathering definitely gives it an authentic “look”. 
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Brian Carlson, “Friend of the Freight Car”, displayed almost a complete train’s worth of rolling stock in 
HO scale, illustrating how careful attention to weathering, plus the addition of only minimal extra details, 
can enhance the realism of off the shelf models of Nickel Plate freight equipment. 
 

 
Here’s a nicely weathered but otherwise straight out of the box Intermountain “War Emergency” boxcar. 
 

 
This is a Red Caboose 41’ flat car, with added metal coupler cut levers and a realistically weathered 
deck. Painting styrene to represent bare, aged, and generally grubby wood is a useful modeling trick to 
know, and is one of the best things that can be done to enhance the look of just about any flat car or 
gondola model. 
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This is an Accurail 70 ton, offset side hopper, again with only minimal extra details added (metal 
coupler cut levers and some semi-random pieces of brass wire, added to represent the air brake lines). 
 

 
 
Another Accurail triple hopper, this time in W&LE paint. Accompanying the NKP hopper, both showing 
another good weathering idea: that hopper interiors don’t stay painted for very long, and quickly take on 
a dirty, rusty, sooty appearance. Even the application of a basic coat of “old rust” paint to the inside of a 
hopper (or gondola, for that matter) will greatly enhance the realism of the model in any scale, for a 
very minimal outlay of modeling time. 
 

 
This is a Branchline 1944 AAR boxcar, built from one of the NKPHTS’ 2002 modeling project cars (a 
limited number of these kits are still available through the Company Store). 
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A nicely weathered Proto 2000 52’ AAR steel gondola. 
 

 
Proto 2000 AAR steel flat car. 
 

 
This is a carefully built and lightly weathered Sunshine models resin kit, with a homemade scrap load of 
randomly-cut chunks of Evergreen I-beam strip stock. 
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Moving on to model structures at the convention, Dean Payne had his scratchbuilt HO scale model of 
the Wheeling’s Falls Junction, Ohio, combination depot on display. The building survives today as a 
W&LE yard office and section house, so Dean was able to make a trip to measure, photograph and 
document the building. The walls, trim, and sub-roof are made from Evergreen Styrene dimensional 
siding, the windows and pass-through doors are stock Tichy parts, and the freight doors are 
scratchbuilt. The roof shingle material is Plastruct brick sheet. Dean finished the model with Polly Scale 
paints. 
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H. Bruce Blonder brought the only diorama to the meet, showing his depiction of a Wheeling District 
local passing the Green Springs, Ohio, depot in HO scale. 
 

 
 
The depot was constructed from a BTS laser kit, and the freight cars are Accurail kits. The refrigerator 
car features full underframe brake detail, while the hopper has a load made out of real crushed coal. 
The caboose is an Atlas model that has been carefully weathered. 
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For the laser cut depot kit, Bruce first pre-painted all of the wood parts and allowed them to dry fully (on 
wood kits, this sometimes requires pressing the drying parts between weighted pieces of glass to keep 
them from warping). For “Nickel Plate Gray” structure paint, Bruce used Polly Scale brand Milwaukee 
Road Gray straight out of the bottle for the walls, and lightened that color about 30 percent with white 
paint for the trim. The shingles, supplied with the kit as long strips of laser cut paper, he used Rust-
Oleum “rattlecan” flat black paint. 
 

 
 
Based mostly on the photo of the depot in John Rehor’s “The Nickel Plate Story”, Bruce added the line 
poles and service to the depot using fine string and Walthers line poles. 
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Tony Koester showed two structures that he had recently kitbashed for the Charleston, IL portion of his 
Third Sub layout.  
 

 
 
The first structure is a model of the Charleston, Illinois, yard office. Tony kitbashed this building by 
chopping up and “repurposing” the VERY German-looking Model Power (Faller) station kit. 
 

 
 
Reworking the model included shortening the base structure by one fifth of its’ overall length, increasing 
the roof pitch, modifying the windows to better match the prototype, and kitbashing a part of the City 
Classics’ warehouse kit for the cinder block addition. Entryways and staircases were semi-scratched 
out of spare parts. The building was painted with Floquil and Polly Scale paints to match the real 
building, and the bulletin board was based on prototype photos, reduced via Photoshop, and home-
printed. 
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The second building Tony had on display was his model of the Charleston freight house. 
 

 
 
For this kitbash, Tony used the single story half of the Walthers’ Freight Street Terminal kit and 
repurposed it to a stand-alone structure. 
 

 
 
Tony actually needed two of the Walthers kits to complete this kitbash, cutting and moving wall 
elements around to approximate the prototype’s freight door positions, as well as to get a second end 
wall. Pass-through doors and windows are by Tichy. The eaves brackets are scratchbuilt, and the 
freight house sign is drawn off of official NKP plans. The building was painted using Floquil paints, 
including Coach Green for the shingles. 
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And finally, Tim Adang showed off his in-process work to build the Wheeling’s Jug Run trestle. 
 

 
 
Tim’s work on this model of the nearly 400 foot long trestle included time to physically visit the bridge 
and take a large amount of field notes. 
 

 
 
Fabrication of the model itself has so far included a trestle jig made out of sheet and strip styrene. The 
Piles are fabricated out of 1/8” diameter wood dowels, held together with Titebond III glue. 
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MODELER’S REFERENCE 
Standard AMC Freight House Signs 

Drawing from the NKPHTS Collection 
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Weathering Freight Car Models 
by Eric Hansmann 

 

 

Weathering is a fact of life. Really, that is not a joke. Just look around outside your home or work area 
and take a look around. Once anything gets into the wilds of Mother Nature, the weathering process 
begins. A few decades ago, Floquil offered a rattle can with a paint shade labeled as “Weathering.” I 
bought that and brought it home to weather my first couple of freight cars. Sadly, they turned out 
looking pretty bad but I did learn a lesson that has stuck with me ever since. Effective weathering 
cannot be done with one pass using one color.  

The model press has encouraged us to weather our railroad models using a variety of methods, but 
most modelers do not weather more than a few models on their layout. Let's roll through some points 
and processes here to move you into weathering action. 

First, consider weathering as additional steps in the model build. Weathering will be the final finish and 
it can be a simple upgrade to any model, even a ready-to-run freight car. But we must adjust our way of 
thinking about weathering before starting. Consider the following: 

• Everything has some weathering. 
• Mother Nature does not weather in one step. 
• Weathering reflects a variety of natural and man-made activities. 
• Weathering accumulates and is often more apparent on older objects. 
• Weathering can vary over the years as prototype paint formulations have changed and become 

less prone to failure. 
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What is your focus? 

 

I model late fall of 1926 in the Cleveland-Pittsburgh industrial corridor. My layout has no landform 
scenery but I consider freight car weathering to be scenery. Each modeler should assess weathering 
parameters before moving forward. Time and place are very important. While Cleveland and Pittsburgh 
are modern, shiny cities today, they were not so clean in the age of steam. There are famous, historic 
pictures of downtown Pittsburgh street scenes looking dark at Noon because of pollution. Grime, soot, 
smoke, ash, and more were everywhere in this industrial corridor and I weather many of my models to 
reflect that experience. If you model the Nickel Plate in Indiana, the daily weathering will not be nearly 
as harsh on buildings and vehicles, but freight cars roam all over the country.  

Take a good look at the Jack Delano image above. This was taken in Chicago in 1943. A high 
resolution TIF file can be downloaded through this Library of Congress link: 

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/fsa1992000833/pp/ 

Search for additional Jack Delano images at the Library of Congress and build a selection of reference 
images on your computer. A thorough review of prototype images can offer weathering inspiration and 
direction.  

Build your techniques 

While weathering is a constant process on the prototype, we can think of weathering as layers on a 
model. It is important to map out the weathering steps, similar to instructions in a kit. These layers, or 
steps, can include:  

• Paint chalking and fading. 
• A light coat of grime. 
• Possible paint failure on small portions of a metal roof. 
• A layer of soot on the roof. 
• A replacement piece of a running board that is not painted, or painted a slightly off shade 

compared to the rest of the car. 
• Paint failure on wood parts. 
• Scuffs on the sheathing between ladder rungs. 
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• Road dust along the car sill and trucks. 
• Mud stripe splatter on the car ends. 

 

Take action 

An HO scale Atlas reefer recently came into my fleet that is lettered for the E. Kahn’s & Sons Company 
(EKSX). Let's walk through the weathering processes.  

Step one is to clean the model. I do not take many photos of clean, new models so I cannot provide a 
reference point. My models typically get right on the rails and blended into operations before rolling into 
the weathering factory. It is important to clean models that have been on the layout for a little while. 
Your weathering efforts will work better on clean surfaces. The wheelsets are also cleaned and painted 
a rail brown color with a micro brush when dry. It’s easy to do this early in the process. 
 

 

Step two, distressing the lettering is a factor with this car as the letters are large. A Brite-Boy track 
cleaner was used to scrub over the letters and create a distressed appearance. Use a stiff bristle brush 
to remove the excess dust and material before moving along. Prismacolor pencils of cool grey and 
burnt umber were then applied to vary the color on individual wood sheathing planks. Unfortunately, 
when the next step was applied, nearly all of these pencil markings came off. The next time the car will 
receive a flat coat to seal the work before moving forward.  
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Step three is a process I’ve dubbed as “Slather and Wipe,” a weathering technique taught by modeler 
Jim Six. This process tones down the original color and creates a faded appearance. A bit of neutral 
grey acrylic paint was applied to a palette and a good amount of window cleaner was added as a 
thinner. This needs to be soupy but not thin; think of a New England chowder and not chicken broth. A 
Q-Tip is used to mix up the paint and thinning solution and then slather on the sauce. The roof and 
ends are done first. After the paint sets up for a minute, a paper towel dampened with the window 
cleaner is used to wipe the sauce off of the applied areas. Wipe in the direction of any wood component 
not against. Many times the damp towel can be used to rub the sauce onto the surfaces. For the first 
few wipes, you will need to keep folding the towel over to use different parts that are damp and free of 
paint.  
 
Once you like how it looks then set the model aside to dry. Do not try to cover the complete model with 
the first pass as you will not have any dry spots for your fingers to handle the model. I often tackle 
another model or two before returning to the first one to do the same process on the sides. 
  
After slathering and wiping all surfaces, the model needs to dry. Daub the paint filled paper towel onto 
the steel members below the sill and the truck sideframes to make these details stand out.  
 
The slather and wipe process dried quickly for me as the garage door was open and I live in a desert. 
You may want to wait a day to allow adequate drying time before tackling the next step. 
   
Once the initial application is dry and meets approval, it’s time for a paint wash. I like to use oil-based 
burnt umber washes. The roof and sides of the reefer were done first then the reefer ends. A lazy 
Susan turntable is a good tool to use so handling is minimized. These can be found cheaply at thrift 
stores and garage sales. The wash applies quickly and a little pigment goes a long way. 
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The next step uses fine powders. Pan Pastel raw umber was applied along the side sills and Bragdon 
soot was used on the roof. This is where you want to give a gritty look to the model so it reflects many 
miles of travel. A damp Q-Tip was dipped into the Bradgon material then carefully daubed here and 
there to create a slightly different effect. The dry end of the Q-Tip was used to rub the dark soot into 
place. Applying material behind the ladders is difficult. Prototype images often reveal dirt build up 
behind the ladders. 
After the powders, the Prismacolor cool grey pencil was used to highlight several details.  

 

A second effort 

 

This HO scale Atlas reefer is lettered for the Nickel Plate Lackawanna Dairy Line (NPLX) and was 
actually weathered first. Our esteemed NKP Modeler editor saw the image above and twisted an arm 
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for this article. I was not intending to illustrate the steps so there are not many in-process images of the 
NPLX car to share.  

I did play around a little more with the oil-based burnt umber in the wash step, which gave a nice dirty 
streak through the reporting marks. Otherwise the steps were similar to the description for the Kahn’s 
reefer. Raw umber Pan Pastel was applied sparingly to the roof, along the sills, and streaked on the 
ends to represent mud splatter. Bragdon soot was rubbed into the roof using a damp Q-Tip. A bit of 
burnt sienna Pan Pastel was applied to the truck springs before a cool grey Prismacolor pencil was 
used to highlight other details. 

While much of the attention has been focused on the car sides, the roof is a major visual component of 
these cars and deserves the same kind of work. For anyone modeling the years when steam 
locomotives were the dominant motive power, you cannot ignore the soot and grime that naturally falls 
on the car roofs. A little of the Bragdon soot powder goes a long way and it has a different appearance 
if you use a damp Q-Tip to paint it onto the model. The cool grey pencil can also provide a contrast to 
the grit and grime by highlighting edges, details, and a few of the boards. 

Although it is difficult to see in these images, many of my cars also have portions of the running boards 
painted to reflect unpainted replacement boards. These can be painted grey or a slightly different color 
than the rest of the running board. You would be surprised how often this detail can be seen in 
prototype images. Here’s a slightly elevated look at the two weathered reefers.   

 

 

I almost forgot 

I was feeling pretty good about these until I realized there were two additional steps that aren’t really 
considered as weathering but it helps to apply these after your models have been weathered. Route 
tags can be seen on many prototype freight car photos and these are an easy detail to add. Use 
newsprint or some neutral shade of paper for your tags. Cut an even strip about six scale inches wide 
and about an inch long. Then cut two squares from this strip that are six inches wide. Apply a small dot 
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of canopy glue to the car side with a toothpick and place a tag on the glue.  

The other detail can be created with a trusty Prismacolor pencil. Train crews and clerks marked freight 
cars with chalk as they were sorted in yards. Some cars have quite the variety of chalk marks strewn 
along the sill but many have only a few marks near the ends. This is another detail that shows up in 
prototype photos. Use the Prismacolor pencil to add similar marks to your models. Keep the point 
sharp, take your time, and keep it simple. Crews did not write War & Peace on the car sides. A number, 
a city abbreviation, a simple X or MT were pretty common, and there are usually a few of these on the 
car sides. As these cars are painted yellow, I used a warm grey pencil to add a few markings. They are 
not as easy to see as markings made with a cool grey pencil on a typical boxcar red painted car. 

Here are the final images of these two reefers. You can easily see the route cards tacked to the 
sheathing near the black square to the left of the doors. Chalk marks can be seen near the tags as well 
as the ends near the ladder and grab.  
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I do not spray the finished cars with a flat coat. Many of my models have been weathered over the 
years and they have survived numerous handling and four household moves. The Bragdon and Pan 
Pastel powders seem to stay in place better than chalk.  

 

Final thoughts 

Take action and give these ideas a try. These processes are basic skills, not rocket science or 
scratchbuilding Terminal Tower. Here are the bullet points to consider. 

• Review some of the Jack Delano color images in the Library of Congress website. Jot down 
some notes on the weathering you see.  

• Inventory your paint supplies and thinner to see what you already have that can be used. If you 
don’t have Pan Pastels, Bragdon powders, or Prismacolor pencils don’t worry about it. Not 
everything needs to be on hand to start. Pick up some items as you roll along.  

• Learn how to apply thin washes and try the Slather and Wipe method. If you plan to use only 
paint that uses the same thinner, then you will need to apply a flat coat after one step so the next 
step does not wash away your work.  

• Break out some old Tyco freight cars and play around with the techniques.  
• Work under the same lighting as your layout and take your time.  

 
Your first efforts may be questionable, but the important part is to give it a try. Once you become 
familiar with the materials and working up a weathering plan, you will end up with some nice looking 
freight cars rolling out of your own weathering factory. 
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MODELER’S REFERENCE 
Ramsey, IL Crossing Guard Shanty and Standard Hand Stop Sign for Watchmen 

Drawings from the NKPHTS Collection 
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ALONG THE LINE 
 

 
 

 
 
The legacy of the Nickel Plate Road has international reach, as shown here by these two scratchbuilt HO scale cabooses, 
made by avid NKP modeler Arthur Shale. Art’s modeling the Fourth Sub of the Clover Leaf District, and uses these ex-
LE&W cabooses on local freights. Art lives in Queensland, and is by no means the only Nickel Plate modeler in Australia! 

Both photos: Art Shale 
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NKP 619 holds up traffic as it heads through Linden, Indiana, on Tony Koester’s Third Sub layout. 

 Tony Koester photo 
 

 
W&LE modeler Dean Payne needs cabooses, so is scratch-bashing his fleet from old Roundhouse models. Dean had this 

model on display at the 2006 NKPHTS convention, held in Cleveland. 
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NKP 765 picks its way through the GC Tower interlocking. Bob Zoellner won first place with this excellent diorama, at the 
2012 NKPHTS annual convention in Peoria. 

 

 
W&LE 8003 leads a general freight out of town on Jon Grant’s “Sweethome” layout. The layout actually depicts Chicago in 
the 1930s, but can act as the setting for any industrial city in the Steel Belt. 

Jonathan Grant photo 
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MODEL A NICKEL PLATE TRAIN 
(in HO scale) 
By Ray Breyer 

(all photos author’s collection) 
 
Here’s an interesting exercise for everyone: what did Nickel Plate Road trains “look” like, and how can 
we model them? 
 
We all “know” that trains are moving things that constantly change, dropping off and picking up cars 
during their run down the mainline. We also all know that no two trains ever look exactly alike, except 
for maybe daily commuter runs. But we should also “know” that most modelers are fairly laid back 
about their operations, and would like to occasionally just run a realistic-looking train around the layout 
for fun. That’s great, but what would a “realistic train” actually look like on the Nickel Plate? Hopefully, 
this semi-regular series will help answer that question. 
 
To get the ball rolling, here’s a NKP local freight in the early 1950s: 

 
This is Nickel Plate Road “Extra 624”, heading west just out of Oxford, Indiana, on November 11th, 
1952. We’re lucky that noted railroad photographer Sandy Goodrick decided to go railfanning that day, 
and chased and photographed this train at several locations between Lafayette and the Illinois state 
line. Best yet, we can see the entire train in each of his photos! 
 
The train itself is pretty short for the “Three Day Local”, but that’s because it’s a westbound. Heavy 
traffic for this run was usually eastward towards Frankfort and Buffalo, since the train had to make 
several pickups at the important industrial towns of Gibson City and Hoopeston, and at the incredibly 
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busy Milwaukee Road interchange at Cheneyville. Here though, the Three Day Local only has cars for 
setouts at local industries, and should make it all the way to its stopping point of Rankin in no time. 
 
The hard part of modeling a NKP local freight is the engine itself, since good models of H-6 Mikes don’t 
grow on trees. At one time Key made a model of this exact engine (with a different tender), but those 
imported brass models are hard to find. Future articles in the Modeler’s Notebook will cover how to 
model both specific and “generic” NKP Mikados, so for now just be assured that it CAN be done! 
 
The simple way to model an H-6 is to focus on the early H-6a, H-6b, H-6d, or H-6o engines, which were 
all basically stock USRA light Mikados with “extra doo-dads” applied here and there. NKP 587 is a 
pretty good choice to model for an all-purpose Mike, since it survives to this day, and ran through 1955 
in occasional revenue service. 

 
This is my model of 587, representing the engine as she looked in the 1948-1952 period. This is what I 
generally call a “basic” steam redetailing job, and only included minimal cutting and drilling (the only 
major part actually removed and replaced is the pilot front). 
 
However, you can actually model NKP 624 as she looks in the prototype photo, without resorting to a 
brass model. Well, an all-brass one, anyway. 

 
This is my model of 624 as she looked between 1949 and 1952 (or just a few months before Sandy 
took his photos). It’s a LOT of work to get an engine to this level of detail, but believe it or not, no 
soldering was done at all; this is all superglue, a few drilled holes, and lots of wire bending. 
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Behind the engine is a NKP rider car, which handled the then-diminishing less-than-carload traffic in 
central Illinois and Indiana. At some point in the very near future, this car will be available as an HO 
scale resin kit, so that will be an easy car to model (these cars are also available as an O scale kit). 

 
Building a resin model really isn’t any different than building a styrene kit. You have to use superglue 
instead of liquid plastic cement, but the overall build process really is the same. And since this is a type 
of caboose that you’ll really only need one or two of, putting in the extra effort to build this specialized 
piece of equipment is worth the time and effort. 
 
Behind the rider car are seven freight cars: A boxcar, three gondolas, another boxcar, two covered 
hoppers, and yet another gondola. Finishing up the train is a NKP caboose in the “High Speed Service” 
paint scheme. 

 
 

Now, we can’t positively identify ANY of these cars (not even the rider car’s number), but we can make 
a few educated guesses. A couple of these cars are easy to figure out, and what we can see of the 
others does narrow down the possibilities. The year, region, and exact location of the photo also help to 
narrow down the possibilities. 
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The first car is the easiest, and is definitely one of the tens of thousands of Pennsylvania Railroad X29 
boxcars. This one looks to be fairly clean, and is the “circle Keystone” paint scheme. 
 

 
(this is a far dirtier X29, seen in Chicago during WWII. Believe it or not, both this car and the one in Sandy’s 
photo started off in the same shade of bright oxide red!) 
 
The X29 is the simplest car in the bunch to model, since the car type is made by both Red Caboose 
and by Walthers (their Trainline series, which are the old Train-Miniature models). The models are 
available as both kits and RTR, giving the modeler a very wide range of option (that said, the Walthers 
cars are painted a little dark. I’m not one who falls into the “correct color” trap, but theirs aren’t oxide 
red, but are boxcar brown). 
 
The three gondolas are problematic. The first looks to be a Akron, Canton & Youngstown  gondola (I 
can’t think of any other railroad that has a round herald on the left side of their gons), and the next car 
seems to be a NKP 70000-series “composite” car. The third gondola, which is very hard to see, is a 
complete mystery. It’s black, so could be almost anyone’s car. 
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Since this is a string of three gondolas together, let’s keep them “thematically similar”, and say they’re a 
single block of “something” heading from the East Coast to the Midwest. In that case, saying that the 
third car is from the NYC is a safe bet. 
 
Modeling these three cars “accurately” means that we have to lean on resin manufacturers. Sunshine 
used to make a few cars that look very similar to the AC&Y gon, Chad Boas currently makes a very 
nice model of the NKP 70000-series cars, and Funaro & Camerlengo produces a nice kit of the NYC’s 
rebuilt USRA gondolas. To “come close” to these cars without resorting to building resin kits means a 
little compromise: Accurail makes a very nice, simple kit for an all-steel gondola which will work for both 
the AC&Y and NYC cars. They don’t make one lettered for the AC&Y, but they do for the P&WV; 
another “Alphabet Route” railroad. The NKP composite gondola is harder to model though. The best 
way to come close would be to take an old Athearn 50-foot flat car, cut off the stake pockets, and 
scratchbuild new side stakes and wood sides. 
 
Next up is a NKP boxcar. Judging by the ends I’d say that it’s one of the 1948, Pullman-built 6000-6999 
series PS-1 boxcars. 

 
 

PS-1’s are hard to find in NKP paint. Sadly, Kadee hasn’t ever released their excellent model in our 
favorite paint scheme (N and O modelers are FAR luckier in this regard), so you could either paint one 
of the Kadee undecorated models, or substitute this car with any other 40-foot, all-steel NKP boxcar. 
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Behind the NKP boxcar is what LOOKS to be two gray covered hoppers. The NKP Airslides hadn’t 
been built in 1952, so I’ll assume that they belong to another road. The largest fleet of cars of this type 
in the area were owned by the Illinois Central. 
 

 
 
Assuming that these two cars really are from the IC’s fleet (and heading to the IC interchange at 
Bloomington to ultimately get reloaded at the gigantic cement plants in the LaSalle area), these are 
more cars that are easy to model, since Bowser makes excellent kits for this type of car. 
 

 
Sadly, Bowser only make IC cars with open sides, not closed. But the IC did have both types of short 
covered hoppers, so this is an acceptable compromise. 
 
The last freight car in the lineup is REALLY hard to see, but is a fishbelly side, oxide red, low height 
gondola. That’s about as generic as a gondola description can get, meaning that the car could belong 
to just about anyone that painted their gondolas an oxide color. 
 

 
 
Since we already have a Pennsy car in the lineup, let’s add a bit of variety to the train, and call the car 
either Union Pacific for a Western car, or Wabash for another Midwestern road. I’d use the excellent 
Proto 2000 mill gon as a model, although the old standby Athearn 50-foor gondola will work as well. 
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Finally, there’s the caboose. It’s one of the short, ex-LE&W cars, recently painted in the high-visibility 
“High Speed Service” scheme. 
 

 
 
These cabooses were offered a few years ago as prepainted brass models from Division Point. While 
among the best caboose models I’ve ever seen, they’re also extremely hard to find these days. 
 
As an alternative, you could also dig out the Fall, 2011 issue of the Modeler’s Notebook, and follow 
along with Dave Campbell as he describes how to kitbash a Roundhouse caboose into a very close 
model of these same cars. 

 
 

Dave’s step-by-step instructions are very good, and even if you only follow the basic instructions are a 
very good way of assembling one or more of these cars. I’m modeling the LE&W District and will need 
a bunch of these cars, and will be using Dave’s instructions to form the basis of my own fleet! 
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So there you have it: a few easy steps and a little critical examination of the prototype, all leading to a 
better, more realistic-looking Nickel Plate freight train. Studying short trains like this one is particularly 
useful, since most of us don’t have room for 35 car long mainline drags. And carefully choosing freight 
cars to match a specific time and place may seem a bit limiting, but it will actually give you a better 
looking fleet overall, as well as add a bit of spending discipline to your hobby budget (giving you more 
time and money to spend on all of the steam detail parts you’ll need to model 624!). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oh: and if you’d like a slightly longer train, Extra 624 made two drop-offs shortly before getting to 
Oxford: 

 
 
Tucked in behind the X29 are two two-bay open hoppers: 

 
The one in the lead seems to be a black, ribbed twin similar to a USRA car, while the second is an 
oxide red offset side car. In the early 1950s, the largest fleets of black USRA twin hoppers belonged to 
the B&O and the NYC, while in this area, the most common oxide hoppers belonged to the IC, the 
Milwaukee Road, and the L&N. Both model types are easy to find, especially the Accurail versions. 
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THE NKPHTS MODELER’S NOTEBOOK NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
 
Are you a Nickel Plate modeler? Or a modeler of the Wheeling & Lave Erie, the Lake Erie & Western, the Clover 
Leaf, or any of the predecessor roads that went into creating the Greater Nickel Plate? Do you have a digital 
camera? Would you like to share what you’re doing, or what you know, or your tips and techniques on modeling 
the NKP? Then have we got the forum for you! 
 
This issue of the Modeler’s Notebook marks the rejuvenation of the e-zine, which can become the greatest 
resource available for modeling and showcasing NKP models. Ultimately, the plan is to issue the virtual 
magazine quarterly, but that means that the editorial board of the NKPHTS will need YOUR help in adding to its 
contents! 
 
We’re looking for just about any and all submissions for the magazine. Full-length features, small one to three 
page “mini features”, and stand-alone photos are all welcome and desired. So long as the subject matter is at 
least somehow NKP-related, it’s fair game! You say that you aren’t a writer? No problem: the NKPHTS editorial 
staff is here to help. With good quality cameras coming standard with just about every smartphone these days, 
taking photos couldn’t be simpler! (so long as they’re relatively well lit and in focus, that is) And we’d love to see 
your work in all scales and skill levels: S, TT, High-Rail and live steam are all as welcome as O, HO and N. 
 
So share your love of Nickel Plate modeling today! To talk to the editorial staff about a submission, or to submit 
an article, please contact the following: 
 
 
Ray Breyer (Editor, NKPHTS Modeler’s Notebook) rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com 
Thomas Gascoigne (NKPHTS Publications Director) publications@nkphts.org 
Bill Quick (NKPHTS Modeling Editor) modeler@nkphts.org 
John Fryar (NKPHTS Internet Services Director) webmaster@nkphts.org 

 
 

 
Tom Teeple is modeling the Kansas City area in the late 1890s. Among his small but impressive fleet of turn of the (last) century freight 
cars is this nicely scratch built model of a Clover Leaf Boxcar. Tom’s layout was featured in the 2012 issue of Great Model Railroads. 


